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Kate Ellis was born in Liverpool and studied drama in Manchester. 

Kate has twice been nominated for the Crime Writers' Association 

Short Story Dagger and has also been nominated for the 

Theakston’s Old Peculiar Crime Novel of the Year. Visit her at 

www.kateellis.co.uk. 

The Death Season is the nineteenth novel in Kate Ellis’s DI Wesley 

Peterson series. Wesley is a black archaeology graduate who fights 

crime in South Devon, along with his Liverpool-born boss, DCI 

Gerry Heffernan. 

Although Wesley’s investigations are decidedly contemporary, 

there is always a historical mystery in the background, often 

prompted by the discoveries of his old university friend Dr Neil Watson of the County 

Archaeological Unit. 

There are currently twenty one novels in the Wesley Peterson series and five spooky York-

based crime novels featuring DI Joe Plantagenet. Recently Kate has published A High 

Mortality of Doves, the first novel in a trilogy set in the aftermath of the First World War.  

The Death Season 

A complex case… 

When DI Wesley Peterson is summoned to investigate a killing, he 

assumes that the case is a routine matter. But soon dark secrets and 

deadly deceptions start to emerge from the victim's past, and Wesley 

begins to realise that a simple incident of cold-blooded murder is 

altogether more calculated and complicated that he could ever imagine.  
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Tracing back through time… 

Meanwhile, archaeologist Neil Watson is pulled from the historic Paradise Court to a ruined 

village from the First World War. Even with the help of the attractive and enigmatic Lucy, Neil 

cannot shake the feeling that something is missing from his explorations: a cryptic clue that 

might have been lost when Sandrock tumbled into the sea many years ago. A clue that could 

help Wesley solve his most puzzling case to date.  

DI Wesley Peterson is standing on the edge… 

As more victims fall prey to a faceless killer, Wesley sees the investigation affecting him more 

personally than ever before. And when his precious family becomes a target, Wesley has no 

time to lose. Just like the fallen village of Sandrock, Wesley will have to stand tall if he is to 

withstand the coming storm… 

Reading Group questions for The Death Season 

 What was unique about the setting of the book and how did it enhance or take away from 
the story?  

 How do you think the interweaving of past and present narratives affected the story? 

 How do Wesley’s character and relationships develop throughout the book? Do those 
developments make him more sympathetic? 

 Do you think the book reflects the concerns of that particular society eg wealth and 
poverty in rural and semi-rural communities and resentment at second home ownership? 

 What does the motif of the storm signify to you? How is this used in the book? 

 Was the ending expected? If not, what did you think would happen? 

 What did the historical storyline reveal about the attitudes and concerns of people at the 
time of the First World War? 

 If you could be a character in the book, what role would you like to play? 

 Good crime writers tease with red herrings to lead the reader astray. Does the author 
throw you off track? Were you tripped up? 

 At what point in the book did you start to piece together what had happened? 

 There are lots of twists and turns in the plot. Do they enhance the story, add complexity 
and build suspense? 

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of having two narratives, the modern and 
historical, running in parallel? 

 Does the author’s interest in archaeology come over in the narrative? Do you find this 
intrudes on the story or adds to it?  

 If The Death Season was to be made into a TV series, who would you like to play the main 
characters? 


